
Swim Trip to Orlando 
By Linda B, Oct 23, 2013 

For those that appreciate a good outdoor swim, this is my story.  I had the fortunate find of googling 
upon a website by Doc Lucky. Lucky is a Master Swimmer and opens his backyard to anyone that wants 
to swim a kilometer morning swim with him. 

 
When I was heading down to Disney World  during the week of 
October, 2013 I found this site that looked interesting.  I had 
never done an organized open water swim before and thought 
this was my opportunity. It was terrific. See me smiling? I went 
four mornings in a row and the last day I did an extra lap – 2 
kilometers. There were between 15 and 30 of us each morning. 
On Saturdays, I understand, over a hundred can show up. It is not 
a race but finishing the first kilometer in less than 25 minutes, 
still gave me time and inspiration to swim another lap. Others 
may swim three laps.  

 I was up by 5:45 am, in our rented car by 6 am and arrived 
at Doc Lucky’s home by 6:17 am.  Only 17 minute drive from 
Caribbean Beach Resort, Disney, Orlando. Similar to our 
MMAC pool practice starts I was early and no one arrived 
until 6:25 am.  People were friendly, calling me the 
Manitoba Girl. I loved the reference to ‘girl’. Most were 
local and regular swimmers, a few were preparing for their 
first triathlon. 
 
As a first timer, Lucky presented me with a bumper sticker; 
‘I survived Lucky Lake Swim’ which he emphasized can NOT 
be bought - ‘you must earn it’.  
 
I had to ask Lucky …had he seen any alligators in the lake 
(Lake Cane). He said about 20 years ago, a few meters from 
his dock they spotted a small ‘gator’. Half of them still swam 
that morning!  
The indoor pool picture here shows the lake in background 
– 500 meters to other side. If you look closely you can see 
Lucky’s pool also has a lap lane built in – very nice. Part of  
pool area, are a shower and change/washroom and hot tub and coffee. Most retreated to their car after 
the lake swim, and carried on with their work day, but I took advantage of most of it. 

 Click on link below for a 7 minute video about the morning 
swims. Watching even the first 60 seconds gives you the feel of 
the whole experience. Video starts with Doc Lucky image on left. 
http://growingbolder.com/media/sports/water-sports/luckys-
lake-swim-202905.html 
If you want to know more about Doc Lucky or his open water 
free swims, click on link below. He is into a lot of different things 
and writes his own blog.  http://www.luckyslakeswim.com/ 
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 If anyone plans a trip to Orlando, you must check out Doc Lucky’s Lake Swim. If I swim it 21 more times I 
get a bathing cap. 

 


